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! IMPORTANT SAFETY REMARKS! 

 

 
Please Read this first: 

 
 

For your own safety and the safety of others, please read this advice 

carefully: 

 

This system incorporates sensors, which emit laser light! 

 

 

! WARNING ! 

 
The emitted laser light can damage a human eye 

if directly exposed, or if the light is reflected by 

a mirror or any mirror like surface directly into 

the eye. 

 
 

The laser light may be invisible. 

 

 
 

 

Follow all Warnings and Instructions in this Manual and in any 

referenced OEM manual! 

 

NEVER turn on the System and thereby laser power without assuring 

that nobody is close to any laser sensor.  

 

The laser light will not harm human skin. 
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1. Introduction 

Introduction to the Dynatest 

Multi Function Vehicle 

 Test System 

1.1 Data sources 

1.1.1 Events 
Manual Events:  

Any non-dedicated computer key can be used to store an “Event” character at a specific location. 

1.1.2 Global Positioning System 
GPS coordinate data can be collected and stored with an optional GPS receiver.  A typical GPS 

receiver used for this purpose is the Trimble Ag-132. 

 

If extremely high accuracy coordinates are required, the MFV can be equipped with an Applanix 

POS/LV system (see www.applanix.com). 

1.1.3  Pictures 
Still images can be stored at user-specified intervals with an optional compatible camera. The 

camera system must comply either with the Windows DirectX system (WDM compatible driver) or 

with the Halcon image software. Most Web-, USB-, Firewire- and GigE cameras can be used. 

1.1.4  High Definition Cracking 
A Pavemetrics LCMS system produces detailed 3D imaging of the pavement surface for detection 

of defects like cracks. 

1.1.5 Tire Sound Intensity 
Adding a Dynatest TSI system provides measurement of tire-pavement noise using the OBSI 

method (On-Board Sound Intensity). This method uses microphones located very close to the tire. 

1.1.6  Temperatures and Air Pressure 
The OBSI method requires collection of temperatures and ambient air pressure. The TSI system 

includes a separate networked device for this purpose. 
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1.2 Software 
The systems are delivered with both Field- and Post-processing software packages. 

1.2.1 Field Program Software 
The Field Program allows the operator to enter operational parameters and other information such 

as: 

 

• Beginning station of the road section being tested 

• Increasing or decreasing stationing during the test run 

• Picture interval 

• LCMS interval and line spacing 

• Data file names 

• Etc….. 

1.2.2 Post Processing Software 
Windows-based post processing software is available for reporting, summarizing, graphically 

displaying, and archiving all data produced by the system. Dynatest Explorer, DE an SQL database 

triple function program providing Import, Plotting and Export of data. 
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2. Optional Equipment 

The following optional equipment can be used with all MFV models. 

2.1 GPS 
A GPS unit may be connected to the computer. A serial device may require a “Serial to USB” 

converter due to lack of built in COM ports.  

 

A serial GPS unit must be set to 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200 or 38400 baud and send the NMEA 

standard message “GGA”. The maximum reporting rate is 10 Hz. At this rate you must assure that 

no other messages are sent from the GPS unit. 
 

 

Some typical GPS receivers are shown here: 

 

 
Figure 1 - Trimble AG-372 GPS Receiver 

 
Figure 2 – Applanix POS LV 220 GPS 
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2.2 Cameras 
Windows compatible camera(s) may be connected to the computer. The typical interfaces are 

Firewire, USB and GigE. The camera system must comply with the Windows DirectX system 

(WDM compatible driver) or the Halcon image software. 

 

The figure below shows a windshield mounted digital cameras installed in the MFV for capturing 

digital images of the right-of-way (ROW). 
 

 

 
Figure 3 - Digital Cameras for Capturing Right of Way Images 

2.3 High Definition Cracking (HDC) 
Cracking, Imaging, Rutting and Texture measurements 
 

The Dynatest Multi Function Vehicle is equipped with a Pavemetrics Laser Crack Measurement 

System (LCMS) for high resolution imaging and crack detection.  

 

Pavemetrics Laser Crack Measurement System (LCMS) is a high-speed and high-resolution 

transverse profiling system.  

Capable of acquiring full 4-meter width 3D profiles of a highway lane at normal traffic speed, the 

system uses two laser profilers that acquire the shape of the pavement.  

Both the resolutions and acquisition rate of the LCMS are high enough to perform automatic 

cracking detection, rut measurements and texture measurements. 
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Custom optics and high power pulsed laser line projectors allow the system to operate in full 

daylight or in night time conditions.  
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4 - Pavemetrics LCMS System 
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2.4 Tire Sound Intensity (optional) 
The Dynatest TSI system provides measurement of tire-pavement noise using the OBSI method 

(On-Board Sound Intensity). This method uses microphones located very close to the tire. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Tyre Sound Intensity System 
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3. Computer Configuration 

The field computer must be considered an integral part of the data collection equipment. It should 

not be used for any other purposes. Therefore, Dynatest supplies and configures the computer for 

the equipment. If the customer supplies the computer, then it must be open for modifications to 

Computer Name, Workgroup/Domain membership, Security Setup, User accounts, Network Setup, 

Power Options and Virus Protection. 

 

Configuring the computer consists of 

 

• Verifying that requirements are fulfilled 

• Installing the program packages 

• Running the program to setup initial parameters 

 

Dynatest personnel handle this task. However, this information is supplied in the event that the end-

user may need to reconfigure or replace the computer. 

3.1 Requirements 
 

Core i7, 3.6 GHz 

16 GB memory 

256 Gigabyte SSD System Disk 

500 Gigabyte SSD Data Disks 

Two 1920 by 1200 Monitors 

1 GB LAN connections 

Windows 10 Professional, 64 bit 

DirectX 9 (for camera support) 

3.2 MFV Installation 
A powerful, customized rack-mounted computer is included. All software and hardware setups have 

been finalized by Dynatest, before delivery. 

See 8.2 for details on COM ports for EncIf and EnCam devices. 
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3.3 Installing Programs 
The programs are available from ftp://ftp.dynatest.com/downloads/DDC2 as two packages named 

DDC Prerequisites 2.n.n.n.exe and DDC 2.n.n.n.exe, where 2.n.n.n is the version number. 

 

If you are upgrading, please Backup existing files and folders, then uninstall the previous DDC 

(Dynatest Data Collection). Your equipment information and setups are preserved. 

 

Prior to installation, please close any running programs. 

Failure to close all programs may result in failure of the installation process.  This is not a serious 

problem, but the user may have to restart the installation process. 

 

It is recommended to have Internet access during installation.  

 

If this installation requests that a Dynatest program be uninstalled, then please do so (equipment 

information and setups are preserved) and then re-run the installation. 

Locate the installation packages and then launch DDC Prerequisites 2.n.n.n.exe first. This package 

contains general system modules. Launch DDC 2.n.n.n.exe next. Just use common sense and click 

[Next] [OK] [Allow] etc to accept the defaults where appropriate. 

 

The installation will result in the following folder structure: 

 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Dynatest\Elements  Start application and various applets 

C:\Dynatest\...      Additional working folders 
 

In addition to the program installation package, you may have received a file specifically for your 

equipment and a License Code. The filename is composed of the equipment serial number and the 

extension MDB (e.g. 5041-001.MDB).  
 

Your desktop should now have an icon for the Dynatest Data Collection: 
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Windows Firewall may show a message saying it is blocking certain functionality of the DDC. You 

will have the option to remove the blocking. Please do so (see below). 

 

Make sure both Private and Public are checked, then click Allow Access: 

 

 

 

3.4 Virus Protection 
Antivirus software can significantly degrade the performance because it intercepts all file transfers. 

This can in some cases “Stall” the computer.  

Dynatest has selected to use the (free) Microsoft Security Essentials (Windows Defender) antivirus 

software. 

 

In any case, please  

 

EXCLUDE the C:\Dynatest folder and all sub-folders from automatic protection. 

 

EXCLUDE the following image/picture file types from automatic protection. 

Extensions:  *.FIS, *.JPG 

3.5 Backup 
In order to preserve your work in case the computer is damaged, you should regularly backup a 

number of files. Assuming that the default location was used during installation then backup all MS 

Access database files found in the following folder: 

 

C:\ Dynatest\Elements\MDB  
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3.6 Software Upgrades 
Updates and upgrades to the Dynatest program suite are periodically posted to, and may be 

downloaded from, the following location (simply type the address in your internet browser or click 

the hyperlink):       ftp://ftp.dynatest.com/downloads/DDC2 

 

When upgrading database files, the program attempts to keep the previous settings (window 

positions, language support, hardware settings, test setups etc.). 

3.7 ROW Cameras 
The software package includes two applets for camera support: 

 

Camera:  General support for Windows compatible DirectX cameras  

HCamera:  Halcon (MvTec) based camera support (hardware triggered) 

 

3.7.1 Camera Applet 
Go to the manufacturer’s software support site and look for “DirectX Drivers” or a proprietary 

“Capture” program. Follow installation instructions and check that the capture program can connect 

to the camera and show images. Shut down the capture program and check that the camera appears 

in the Camera Applet’s “Pick Camera” list. 

 

3.7.2 HCamera Applet 
This applet is used with the Dynatest MFV (Multi Function Vehicle) for ethernet based cameras and 

all preparations are performed by Dynatest prior to delivery. 
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4. Program Configuration 

This section provides the necessary information for configuring the field program for first time use.  

Information regarding program operation is presented in Section 6 of this manual.  

The software is already configured upon delivery, but this configuration information will prove 

useful in the event that the present configuration is somehow lost. 

 

This process should preferably take place with the electronics and any additional hardware 

connected, powered up, and ready. 

4.1 Dynatest Data Collection (DDC) 
 When “Dynatest Data Collection” is first started, this screen appears.  

 

 
 

This sample shows that you will run tests with MFV 5041-101 and activate the following Applets: 

Network (roadway section database), DMI, Speedometer, GPS, IMS (Gyro), 

Camera(s) and HDC (3D Crack Detection). 

 

There are various controls on this screen that affect program functionality.  These controls and their 

functions will be discussed in the next few sections. 

 

The first step in setting up the program is to enter vehicle identification (e.g. license plate number), 

the driver name and operator name or initials. This enables the field program to identify the vehicle 

and operators in the data files.  It also enables the program to place the operator’s name in any log 

files. These log files are written to disk whenever changes are made to test setups, equipment 

calibration factors, or component operating parameters. 

4.1.1 Vehicle ID 
Use this field to enter a “Vehicle Identification” (license plate number or other identification). The 

program maintains a list of several Vehicle IDs if required.  

4.1.2 Driver 
Use this field to enter a Driver name. The program maintains a list of several Drivers if required.  

4.1.3 User 
Initially there are three users each having different access levels to the programs. 

Administrator  allows changes to layout and calibrations 

Dynatest  is for Dynatest personnel, only 

Operator  is for general data collection 

To create another Operator or Administrator entry, first choose the appropriate level from the list 

and then type the desired name (replacing the level). Then use e.g. TAB to leave the control. 
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4.1.4 Administrator 
Administrative access is required for changes to calibration and operating parameters of critical 

components. It is important to note that this feature has nothing to do with the Windows 

“Administrator”. Its purpose is merely to avoid accidental deletions or changes to important 

operating parameters. It is recommended to choose Administrator for at least the first few runs. 

 

If the operator needs Administrative access, he just picks the “Administrator” entry and makes the 

desired changes. 

4.1.5 Settings 

 Click the Settings icon to show the DDC Options window. 
 

Units DISPLAYED 

Set the default units for your displays here.  

 

DATA FILE Units 

Usually the units used for data files are the same as what 

you see on the display. Un-check the “As 

DISPLAYED” if you want specific units in the data 

files.  

 

Applet Instances 

Allows you to run several instances of the Applets.  

 

Cameras 

Up to eight cameras can be run simultaneously. You can 

freely mix Halcon and DirectX cameras. 

  

Run Full Version of 

Presently not an option  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Auto-Start 

Check Auto-Start to make DDC start as soon as it detects that the electronics are ready. 

 

Auto-EXIT 

Check Auto-EXIT to close the opening DDC window when the main program is terminated. 

 

Language 

All programs support English. If the chosen language is not available in the database of a program 

then the user interface will be English. 
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4.1.6 Network Connections 

 Click the Network icon to show the DDC Network Connections window. 

 

Local TCP/IP address 
The local subnet for Dynatest electronics must be 
192.168.1.XXX 

 

Default:  Suggested (detected) 

address 

Manual:  For a specific NIC 

 

Role of this Computer 

Master:  The main computer 

Slave:  Secondary computer 

 

TCP/IP of remote Master computer 

A slave computer must know the TCP/IP of 

the Master 

 

 

Dynatest Electronics 

The remaining icons show the status of 

Dynatest electronics. 

Here the EPU for an RSPIV is running 

firmware version 8.14 

 

RSPDATA PROFILE …. Samples of the 

real-time messages 
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4.2 Applet Overview 
Applets are programs providing specific functionality to the main applications. Most applets appear 

in resizable floating windows. This page shows the typical appearance of each. 
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4.3 Completing the Setup 
This section shall address setup of the hardware components. Note that some of the components are 

optional and may not be present in your equipment:   

 

• Distance Measurement (DMI) 

• Global Positioning System (GPS) 

• Inertial Motion Sensor (IMS) 

• High Definition Cracking (HDC) 

 

 

In order to complete the setup, the user must be “Administrator”. 

 

 
  

! IMPORTANT! 

 

Hardware parameters (like all other parameters) are stored in 

a database file in order to better manage multiple setups. 

 

Before making changes to Hardware parameters make sure 

that you have activated the correct equipment S/N in the 

introductory screen (5041-NNN). 

 

Any changes you make to the hardware setup – be it 

calibration or otherwise - will be stored in the equipment 

information file you selected in the introductory screen. 
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4.3.1 Distance Measuring Instrument 
Right click the DMI applet and choose Calibration. This window shows the Model, Serial Number, 

Pulses per Revolution (Advertised PPR), measured tire diameter, Calibration figure and a 

Calibration Procedure. 
 

 

 

The calibration figure for the DMI is shown in the box labelled Counts per 10 km.  This represents 

the expected total number of counts that would be accumulated over a distance of 10 km. The 

calibration figure is always displayed in units of Counts per 10 km regardless of the distance unit 

selected by the operator. 

 

The current value of the measured distance is shown in the Current reading box.  The value 

displayed here depends on the distance unit selected by the operator. 

 

The Flip Direction should be toggled if the reading decreases while driving forward. 
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4.3.2 Global Positioning System (Optional) 
Right click the GPS applet and choose Setup. This window shows the Model, Serial Number, 

Source options, geometric parameters and GPX option: 

  
 

 

 

Embedded for a GPS device connected to 

Dynatest electronics. This is the 

recommended setup for FWDs and Profilers 

and achieves the best synchronization of DMI 

distance and GPS. 

 

Local for a GPS connected directly to the 

computer. This is for MFV setups. 

 

Server is for Ethernet-enabled GPS servers 

(e.g. an iPhone). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Reference Point is typically a point on the centre line of the vehicle. 

NOTE: An Applanix system allows you to choose its reference point freely. I.e. you can place the 

“Antenna” (the reference point) at the midpoint of the LCMS laser lines and ignore the two measures 

above (set both to zero). 

 

For preparation of maps see 8.1.1 Prefetch Maps. 
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4.3.3 Inertial Motion Sensor (Optional)) 
Right click the IMS applet and choose Setup. This window shows the Model, Serial Number, Source 

options, Crossfall, Bank and Grade parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

GPS Engine is for combined GPS/IMS systems 

like Applanix 

 

AHRS-304 is the supported Watson model 

 

Local is for an IMS connected directly to the 

computer 

 

Server is for an Ethernet enabled IMS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For adjustment of Bank Bias see chapter  7.2 below Inertial Motion Sensor (IMS) page 53. 
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4.3.4 HDC 3D Crack Detection 
Right click the HDC applet and choose System Setup. These parameters are setup by Dynatest at 

delivery of an MFV system. 
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5. Running the Program 

5.1 Switch ON 
If you are going to use the program in non-simulator mode (i.e. hooked up to the equipment) please 

follow below procedure: 

 

NOTE: 

If the system is equipped with an IMS then the vehicle should not be moving during power up. 

 

High Definition Cracking 

• Take safety precautions and remove the covers from the light sources and the cameras. 

• Switch ON the Pavemetrics Controller key. 

 

Windows Firewall 

The first time you run “Dynatest Data Collection” the Windows Firewall may show a message 

saying it is blocking certain functionality of the DDC. You will have the option to remove the 

blocking. Please do so. 

5.2 Dynatest Data Collection (DDC) 
When the “Dynatest Data Collection” is first started, this window appears: 

 

 
 

 

This sample shows that you will run tests with MFV S/N 5041-101 and the following applets: 

Network (roadway section database), DMI, Speedometer, GPS, IMS (Gyro), 

Camera(s) and HDC (3D Crack Detection) 

 

Check Vehicle ID, Driver Name and Operator Name   

 

5.2.1 Applets 
Applets are programs providing specific functionality to the main applications. Most applets appear 

in resizable floating windows. The Administrator can arrange the windows but the resulting layout 

is locked for the Operator.  

 

Click an icon to toggle between coloured and gray icons. When you press [Start] then all coloured 

applets are launched together with the main program. After this the opening window “Dynatest Data 

Collection” minimizes, but must be left running during the mission. 

 

The menus shown in the following appear when you right click the applet. 
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5.2.1.1 Network 

The Network applet manages Section information. The entered information is saved in a 

SectionLog database for each test run.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A “Facility” can be anything from roadways, runways and streets to parking lots or even railways. 

Often a facility is identified by both its common name and a code, which links into a pavement 

management system. 

A single facility is often composed of sections of varying construction. This “Sectioning” can be 

both longitudinal and transverse. The latter is appropriate for multilane roadways where traffic load 

varies across the construction. 

5.2.1.2 DMI 

The DMI applet displays the current DMI reading. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncheck “Buttons” to hide the Pause, Reset and Freeze buttons. 

 

The unit can either track the default unit or be set to any other desired format. 

 

5.2.1.3 Speedometer  

The Speedometer applet displays the current driving speed 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The unit can either track the default unit or be set to kph or mph. 
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5.2.1.4 IMS 

The IMS applet displays Bank, Grade, Heading, Crossfall and Curvature data. 

IMS (Gyro) equipment is optional. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncheck “Show Graphics” to hide the graphical attitude 

display. 

 

The attitude indicator may seem backwards at first. If the 

vehicle leans clockwise, the artificial horizon will rotate 

counter clockwise. If you are travelling uphill, the artificial 

horizon will move below the origin of the plot. This is 

normal, as the artificial horizon shows the orientation of the 

vehicle with respect to a level surface. 
 

5.2.1.5 Thermometers  

The Thermometer applet displays three temperatures and colorizes Air and Surface 

temperature relative to the Asphalt temperature. 

 

 

 

 

The unit can either track the default unit or be set to C or F. 
 

5.2.1.6 GPS 

The GPS applet displays the current geographical coordinates and a map. 

 
   

Uncheck “Show Map” to hide the map window 
 

 

 

 

Chose the desired 

map provider and 

the maximum 

zoom level  

 

 

For IRI traces 

chose the desired 

colors and limits. 
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5.2.1.7 Camera 

  The Camera applet displays and saves images from DirectX cameras. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setup: 

 

Picture Interval: 

This example shows 1 image stored every 10 meters. 

Station Offset: 

Adjustment of your distance reading. (Part of the image file 

name). 

Session ID: 

Ad Session ID to the image file name. (For FWD and Survey 

testing only). 

File Type: 

BMP, JPG, TIFF or PNG. 

Quality: 

100% is least compressed ~bigger files. 

 

 

Pick Camera 

Lists available DirectShow devices 

Camera Settings and Picture Format 

These windows are supplied by the camera manufacturer 

Sound 

Uncheck to shut off the shutter sound 

 

 

Unibrain 

The following items must be performed for each camera after camera power-off! 

 

1. Right-click on the ROW picture and select “Camera Settings” and then “Exposure” 

2. For “Shutter” as well as for “Gain”, check the “at” box 

3. Click the “Basic” tab.  

4. In the “Basic” window, adjust “Gamma” to 1 or 2 and “Sharpness” to 16 _ 
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5.2.1.8 ROW (Right of Way) H Camera Setup and EVO cameras 
 

 

   

Adjustment procedure for a EVO4050 camera with Dynatest DDC: 
 

The first 8 items are normally a “one-time adjustment” only or should be done if any unusual 

problems with camera connection occur or if there is a picture problem. 

 

1. Park the vehicle and make sure to have an object (preferably vertical) with some text on it (a 

road sign, a paint bottle or the like) some 10-15m from the camera 

2. Boot the system, launch SVCapture camera program 

3. Click on the discover menu top left. 

4. The discover task should give a window with each camera’s details including IP address and 

port details.  

5. If there is a IP address conflict the IP details will be in red. If this occurs the IP address details 

need to be corrected in the camera or the port, so the range is correct. If Camera IP address needs 

changing - Right-click the red details, select “Network settings, adjust the IP address to be in a 

camera range of 192.168.x.1 (x will = either 10, 11, 12, …20) e.g. 192.168.11.1. The next 

camera will be 192.168.12.1 and so on. After setting the subnet mast 255.255.255.0 save 

settings. Next, the physical port the Ethernet connection is on the computer will need to be set 

to the same range as the connected camera. That is camera 192.168.11.1 will need to connect to 

port 192.168.11.98. Once adjust ensure the IP address is labelled on the camera so others know 

what IP address is used. 

6. Once there is white text for IP address details in the discover camera window check the packet 

size, 9000bytes field is ticked and click OK. A camera setting window will appear and a camera 

image should appear. 

7. If there is no image the internal camera triggering must be turned on via the Acquisition mode 

field for the camera to fire and take images. 

8. Frame rate should be 12.5 fps 

9. Exposure should be 30,000us 

10. If the image colours are incorrect, then reset these by clicking reset and then balance within the 

Image area of the settings window. 

11. Your image should start to look correct. 

12. Save to EEPROM (bottom left) 

13. If necessary (normally a one-time adjustment), adjust the focus manually as follows: 

a) Loosen the f-stop ring locking screw and set the f-stop to the minimum No. (1.4), i.e. 

maximum aperture opening (maximum light) 

b) Then loosen the focusing ring locking screw and adjust the focusing till you get max. 

sharpness of the object 10-15m away 

c) Lock the focusing ring lock screw 

d) Set the f-stop No. to 4 

e) Lock the f-stop ring locking screw 
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Please refer to the following pages for other camera settings (like e.g. Picture Interval (10m min), 

Station Offset, File Type and compression), etc. 
 

EVO4050 Camera 

 

Full name is: 

EVO 4050CFLGEC, 2/3" CCD camera with a 12.5mm Fujinon C-mount  “Megapixel lens”. 

 

Your Field Software DDC (Dynatest Data Collection) can handle up to 8 cameras for capturing 

ROW images. 
   

Image size, Capture Intervals, Brightness etc. can be monitored and altered. 

 

For Quick Setup, see next section “ROW Camera Quick Setup”. 

 

Image Files Storage 

Images from each camera will be saved in separate folders.  

The folder will have the same name as what you give the main data file.  

The folder(s) will be created automatically during Data File Creation (“File New”) and the image 

folder(s) will be saved same place as you choose to save your main data file. 

 

Image File Format 

Images can be saved in bmp, jpg, TIFF or PNG formats. 

One jpg image in “100 %” compression takes up around 1000 Kb. 

 

Image filenames 

Are made up of three parts.  

First part automatically becomes the same as you named your main data file.  

Second part is the input from the DMI (Distance Measuring Instrument) and will display the distance 

driven / chainage on the road. 

Third part is the camera number. 
 

 
 

Pictures captured on road A340 by camera no. 2 in Km 25.220 will be named: 

“A340 0025.220 2.jpg”. The image will also have the GPS location added to the picture details. 
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5.2.1.9 H Camera Applet (Ethernet JAI GO5000 Camera) 
 

 

 

 
JAI GO5000CPGE 

 

 

Configuration 

 

Right click on the HCamera applet to access the configuration dialogs 
 

“Select Camera” Dialog 
 

 
 

 

When a Camera starts, it scans for available camera which can then be selected via “Camera System” 

and “Device” (see above). If you add a camera after pressing Start in Dynatest Data Collection then 

you have to press Stop and Start to detect the new camera. 
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The Sensor Width and Height are values report by the camera and cannot be edited.  Change for 

example Image Height instead. Note that width and height values may have to be multiples of four. 

Some cameras may report that the two binning values should be 1. If you cannot change Image 

width and height, then try with binning values of 0. 

Also, make sure that External Trigger matches your hardware setup. 

 

Options 

 

 
 

The Trigger program (Applet) and the hardware supports two trigger signals, one for each of the 

two camera ports. Here specifies which hardware trigger signal that the camera should use. 

 

The import parameter here is Quality because it directly influences the size of the stored images. If 

you try to save many big images with a high frames per seconds (low “distance” in the Trigger 

applet setup) then can encounter bottlenecks with for example the disk writes being too slow. SSD 

disks are preferred due to their high write speed. 

 

Auto Exposure 

 

A software-controlled brightness adjustment is available. It works by continuously adjusting the 

exposure time and the gain.  

The algorithm consists of two parts: 

- A function that determines the brightness of the image 

- A method of adjusting exposure time and gain to get the brightness to fall into a specific range 

The Horizon parameter is the percentage of the image to use for calculating the brightness. If the 

parameter is 75% the upper quarter of the screen is not used in the calculation. 

When the brightness is to low then exposure time is increased. if exposure time is at its maximum 

then gain is increased instead. When the brightness is too high then gain is decreased if gain is > 

“Min Gain” otherwise exposure time is decreased. 

The adjustment of the exposure time is done my multiplying or dividing with a factor when the 

exposure time is in the range: 

- Min  Exposure Time -  Mid Exposure Time: ExposureFactor1 is used 

- Mid  Exposure Time -  Max Exposure Time: ExposureFactor2 is used 

 

If “overshooting” occurs, you can get rid of by extending the range: lower “Min Brightness” and 

increase “Max Brightness”. 
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The brightness, exposure time and gain are shown in real time on the dialog (lower part of above 

screenshot). Notice also that the range of the exposure time and gain are shown. Use these to 

set min/max of Gain and Exposure Time. These values are reported by the camera. Sadly, it does 

not tell us the units.  

 

Allowing the Exposure Time to increase to 

40000us (1/25) as above will give huge 

problems with motion blur when driving fast. 

 

In practice the Max Exposure time should be 

limited to 1000-2000us (1/1000-1/500) 

 

Useful settings for the SVS Vistek camera can 

be seen to the right. 

 

 
 

The next screenshot shows the setup of a DirectShow camera built-in to a laptop computer: 

 

 
 

The exposure time range is -64 to 64 so the Min/Mid/Exposure time must be set to -64/0/64 (The 

Mid Exposure Time can be freely chosen). The camera does not support gain. 

  

A software based white balance algorithm is also available. 
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A software-based gamma correction adjustment is also available. This can be used to enhance dark 

areas of the image. A gamma correction of 1.0 does not change the image. A value of 1.2 will 

brighten the image with the dark areas being brightened more. 

 

Monitor 

 

Some counters etc. are shown directly on the grabbed image 

 
Saves: number of times a file was successfully written to disk 

Skips: number of times a message with the current station from the trigger applet is ignored 

Write queue skips: Number of times an image was discarded because file write queue contained too 

many images. When this increases it is a sign of the disk writes are taking too long (too high FPS 

or too big images). To fix this: reduce jpeg quality or increase “distance” setting between images in 

the trigger applet. 

Cycle: time between times a message with the current station from the trigger applet. 

Status: equipment state 

Rec: recording state (true / false) 

 

Swap Cameras 

 

If you have two cameras connected to your system and you want to swap them then simplest way is 

perform a “Select Camera” only in both applets. This is because “Select Camera” disconnects from 

the camera. You must “Select Camera” in applet 1 and then “Select Camera” in applet 2. It is now 

possible to connect to it. 
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5.2.2 ROW Suction Camera Mount 
 

 
Figure 6 ROW Camera Suction Disc Mount 

 

 

 

 
Clean the sucktion disk 

 

 
Clean the window 

 

 
Pull back the plastic housing to protrude 

the rubber suction disk 

 

 
Press the rubber suction disk firmly against 

the window. 

 

 
Apply suction with the lever and lock in 

position. 

 

 
Adjust focus and aperture. 
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5.2.3 ROW Camera Troubleshooting 
 

 
Empty Image Holder 

 

  

Camera has not been recognized by 

Windows or DDC.  

 

Is the power LED on the camera on? 

 

Check all cable connections. 

 

Power and connection ok and still empty 

Image Holder? 

  
Drivers for laptops build-in web-camera 

may also be listed 

  

Right Click Image Holder.  

 

In the pop-up Menu Click “Pick 

Camera”. 

 

Choose the correct driver. 

 

Click OK. 

 

Still no image? 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Check Windows’ Device Manager -> 

Imaging devices. 

 

Under “Imaging devices” the “fitted 

camera driver…” must be listed. 

 

If no “Imaging devices” listed, or only 

the laptop’s build-in web-camera? 

 

Check cables for loose connections. 

Reinstall drivers. 
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Scrambled / Distorted Image 

  

Camera(s) working, signals received by 

DDC, but the image is scrambled. 

 

Right-Click image holder to bring up the 

menu. 

 

Click “Picture Format”. 

 

 
Frame Rate 

  

Fire-I 780: Values should be: 

 

Pixel Format: YUV 4:2:2 

 

Image Size: 1280 x 960. 

 

Frame Rate 7.5 (Frames/Sec). 
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5.2.1.10 High Definition Cracking (HDC) 
 

 

 

 

 

Uncheck the “View” options to hide the images below. 

 

In the main window: 

Station  The offset position of the LCMS cameras 

Filed   Shows Station of last section (FIS file) stored  

Missed Profiles Number of profiles (lines) missed from each LCMS Unit 

Missed Sections Number of sections missed  

Gain   Displays the current Auto Gain Control (AGC) value 

Intensity  Light intensity level. 
 

 

 

 

Crossprofile 
 

 

 

 

Intensity Image 
 

 

 

 

 

Range Image /  

3D  

 

 
Image example of LCMS Captured and processed Images.  1 x 4 m. 

 

  

 

Five Operating Modes have been prepared. 

Make sure you have chosen the best fit for your 

mission. 

 

You can modify the descriptive labels 

 

 

 

 

These parameters are interrelated, so changing one 

may affect others. In particular the Maximum Speed is 

sensitive to the other four parameters. 
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5.2.1.11 Ground Penetrating Radar 
 

The GPR option is very unlikely on an MFV, so we will skip this here.  
 

5.2.1.12 Tire Sound Intensity 

 

TSI according to the OBSI 

 

 

5.2.4 Simulation Mode 
 

Simulation mode allows the user to run DDC even when the equipment is not connected.  In this 

mode artificial data is fed into the program at the appropriate times to create the appearance that the 

system is actually working. 

 

Simulation mode is useful for training purposes. Using simulation mode, an instructor can conduct 

classroom training with one or more computers and operators (no hardware is needed).  The operator 

can also “practice” running the equipment in the office. 

In simulation mode you can use the following key combinations to get a more realistic training 

situation: 

5.2.5 Entering the Main Program 
Once everything in the “Dynatest Data Collection” screen is configured, the user may click the 

“Start” button (choose “Administrator” for the first few runs). The data collection screen should 

appear and the user can now complete the setup process. 
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NOTE: Some of the features shown in the following may not apply 

to your system. 

5.3 The Data Collection Screen 
The data collection screen opens when the user clicks the “Start” button in “Dynatest Data 

Collection”.   
 

 

 

The screen consists of a Main window, sub-windows and applets. The Main window is the primary 

interface or “mission control” for operating the program, i.e. all data collection functions are 

controlled from here. Each of the sub-windows and applets tend to mimic a real-life instrument like, 

for instance, a GPS navigator, Distance Measuring Instrument etc. Sub-windows and applets may 

be resized and moved around independently by simple drag operations using the mouse pointer. 

They may even be moved to a secondary monitor. 

 

5.4 Main Window 
The Main window is a simple recorder. The four buttons are used as follows: 

F2: NewFile Enter section information and file name 

F3: Arm  Make the system ready to collect data before reaching the start point 

F4: Record  Start recording 

F8: Stop  Stop recording and close files 
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5.5 HDC Sub-Windows 
 

 

 

HDC High Definition Cracking Main Window 

Red light  When system is not initialized or not ready to collect data 

   Flashing when sections are lost during data collection 

Yellow Light   Just before starting measurement. 

Green Light  OK 

Station  Longitudinal position of the LCMS cameras 

Offset is specified in “System Parameters” 

Filed   Shows beginning Station of the last LCMS images captured and stored 

Left Right  Number of profiles (image lines) missed from each LCMS Unit 

Sections  Number of sections (FIS files) missed 

Gain    Displays the current Auto Gain Control (AGC) 

value. 

Intensity  Light intensity level. 

Storage  Remaining space on Main drive (and Back-up 

drive) 

 

          Right-click the HDC window for Options Menu. 
 

 

View Options: 
 

Laser Profile 

 

 

 

 

Intensity Image 

 

 

 

 

 

Range Image (3D 

Image) 
  

Mimic lights at the LCMS Cameras 
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Picking List  

 

Three settings with preset parameters. 

Two customizable set-ups. 

 

Exposure Time: Changes here affect maximum 

speed. 

Measuring Range: Changes affect longitudinal 

resolution. 

Longitudinal Resolution: Changes affect 

Section Length and Maximum Speed. 

Section Length: Limit is Longitudinal 

Resolution times 2000. 

Maximum Speed: Changes affect Longitudinal 

Resolution. An alert box “Slow Down” will pop-

up when exceeding the Max. speed. 

 

 

Distance between Sensors:  

2m.is standard. No change. 

Sensor Angle: 15 degrees is standard setup. 

Don’t change.  

 

Sensor Elevations: Left and right average 

CCD row number of laser projections. 

Use Detect Elevations to automatically 

detect and save these figures. 

 

AGC = Automatic Gain Control. 

Recommended “On”. 

AEC = Automatic Exposure Control. For 

very dark airport runway surfaces.  For daily 

use it is recommended “Off”. 

 

IMU Device: Range and IDs delivered 

 

Safe Speed: Min. speed with active lasers 

Longitudinal Offset:  

Without RSP: Typically ZERO 

With RSP: The distance between the RSP 

and the LCMS cameras. 

 

Disk Space Warning: 50 Giga means space 

for approx. 50 km. An alert is given when 

space is below the limit 

 

Licensing: License code delivered 
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Encoder Interface (ENCIF Controller) 

   Right-click the HDC window for encoder interface window     

 
Source: None: For testing purposes. 

  RSP Encoder: Distance Encoder mounted to the wheel of test van. 

  Survey Encoder: Relevant for the Survey program only. 

  Simulator: Generates artificial distance pulses. 

  Reverse Simulator Direction: Corrects the simulated counting direction. 

 

RSP  Prescaler: Enables use of various Encoder PPR (512, 1024, 2048). 

  Reverse Direction: Corrects the counting direction for the DPU/EPU. 

 

Output 1 This output typically drives encoder signals for Applanix 

Prescaler: Enables use of various Encoder PPR (512, 1024, 2048). 

  Reverse Direction: Corrects the counting direction. 

  LRIS Mode: Check this when output is routed to LRIS. 

 

Output 2 This output typically drives encoder signals for LCMS 

Prescaler: Enables use of various Encoder PPR (512, 1024, 2048). 

  Reverse Direction: Corrects the counting direction. 

  LCMS Mode: Check this when output is routed to LCMS. 

5.6 Applets 
For the remaining applets please see chapter  5.2.1  Applets 
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6. Performing the Measurements 

6.1 Leaving Base 

6.1.1 System Checks 
The data collection screen in idle mode is useful for checking the status of all systems prior to 

initiating data collection.  

 

If the vehicle is moving the following checks can be made: 

 

• Chainage should be increasing or decreasing. 

• Velocity should reflect current speed 

• GPS coordinates should reflect current location 

• IMS data should reflect reasonable values for current conditions 

• HDC shall display pavement images when vehicle Speed>”Safe Speed”  

 

6.1.2 Checking Status of the HDC System 
 

 

 

HDC High Definition Cracking Main Window 

Red light  When system is not initialized or not ready to collect data 

   Flashing when sections are lost during data collection 

Yellow Light   Just before starting measurement. 

Green Light  OK 

Station  Longitudinal position of the LCMS cameras 

Offset is specified in “System Parameters” 

Filed   Shows beginning Station of the last LCMS images captured and stored 

Left Right  Number of profiles (image lines) missed from each LCMS Unit 

Sections  Number of sections (FIS files) missed 

Gain    Displays the current Auto Gain Control (AGC) value. 

Intensity  Light intensity level. 

Storage  Remaining space on Main drive (and Back-up drive) 

CPU Load  Percentage CPU Load 

 

HDC Images shall be displayed when Vehicle Speed > “Safe Speed” (Defined in HDC sub-menu 

“System Setup”). 

 

  

Mimic lights at the LCMS 

Cameras 
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6.1.3 Checking the Status of (optional) Applanix POS LV System 
 

 
 

We are looking for a stable and accurate signal with all accuracies in the green and no status 

errors.  
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6.2 Start a Data Collection 

6.2.1 Creating a New File 
 

Press [New File] or F2 to get this: 

 
 

Use the [Browse] button to select or create another data folder 

 

Check “Default filename is Date” if you prefer filenames containing data and time 

If it is un-checked, then New File generates sequence numbers (001, 002, 003 …) 

 

Facility and Section names can be entered as well as information about the Start and End points. 

 

In the DMI area you specify the start and stop stations and the way data collection is started and 

stopped: Manual or Auto.  

6.2.2 Arming the system 
 

Press [Arm] or F3 to prepare the system for data collection. This should be done a little (100m) 

before the starting point because the LCMS and Cameras pause until recording is started. 

6.2.3 Start Recording 
 

Press [Record] or F4 to start data collection. When data collection starts, the DMI will automatically 

be set to the value defined in the "At Start" field. 

In Auto mode the data collection will be initiated automatically, when the DMI reading reaches the 

“At Start” value. 

6.2.4 Stop Recording 
 

Press [Stop] or F8 to stop data collection and close all files. 

In Auto mode the data collection will stop automatically when the vehicle reaches the “Stop at” 

station. 
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6.3 During Data Collection 

 
       Key Events   Remarks 

6.3.1 Keyboard Events 
During data collection the operator may use any printable character key to indicate observations of 

any kind. Normally keyboard events are used to indicate observations that may have a significant 

impact on the output files; this could be R for railroad, B for bridge etc. Each key hit is stored in the 

output file along with the immediate stationing. There is no predetermined meaning of any key, but 

certain post-processing software interprets 1 to 9 as suspect data (suspend) and 0 (zero) as accept 

data (resume). 

 

Examples of events: 

 

Z  Full km marker 

P  Shift in pavement type 

9  90° bend in route 

M  Raised Manhole 

B  Speed bump 

X  Intersection Crossing 

R  Roundabout 

U  In/Out of Wheel Path  

N  Bridge  

A  Section  

C  Chicane (Velocity reducing)  

J  Railroad Crossing   

R  Rumble Stripes  

T  Tunnel  

S  Sand, Earth, Mud, Grass 

6.3.2 Remarks 
 

Use the Remarks field to enter textual remarks. 
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7. Calibration 

Proper calibration of the MFV systems is of vital importance. 

 

The following components require periodic calibration: 

 

1. Distance measurement (DMI) 

2. Inertial Motion Sensor (IMS) 

3. High Definition Cracking (HDC) when IMUs are fitted 

4. Verify for HDC only 

 

Longitudinal distance measurements are directly related to the radius of the vehicle tire(s), and since 

tire radius is dependent on pressure, temperature, and vehicle load, they suffer the most error.  The 

error can be removed by calibrating the DMI to on-site conditions.  The DMI should be calibrated 

at every opportunity. This does however require a section of pavement whose length is measured 

very accurately. This is not always easy to find and is labour intensive to prepare. 

7.1  Preparations 
Prior to a DMI calibration, all tires should be inflated to normal operating pressures.  If possible, 

the vehicle should be driven to warm the tires to normal operating temperatures.  Although not 

always practical, the DMI calibration runs should be done at the typical speed anticipated for data 

collection.  The DMI calibration section should be as flat and straight and level as possible.  The 

pavement should be free of distresses.  The accuracy of the calibration increases with the length of 

the reference section. 

7.2 Distance Measuring Instrument (DMI) 
DMI calibration is performed by driving the vehicle over a pavement section of known length, 

comparing the measured length to the actual length, and updating the DMI calibration factor to 

correct for the difference in the measurements. 

 

7.2.1 Stop-Go-Stop 
The DMI calibration screen provides comprehensive and easy to follow instructions for conducting 

the calibration process.  To initiate the DMI calibration, right click the DMI applet and select 

Calibration. The interface for DMI calibration is shown next. 
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The first fields in the screen holds the 

encoder Model, Serial Number and 

advertised Pulses per Revolution.  

 

Enter the approximate tire diameter 

 

“Counts per 10 km” is the calibration value 

currently in effect. This is the total number 

of counts received from the wheel encoder 

over 10 kilometres. 

 

The field labelled “Current reading” is the 

distance travelled since the DMI was last 

reset. 

 

The “Flip Direction” (phase reversal) 

should be toggled if the reading decreases 

when driving forward. 

 

 

 

 

The Calibration Procedure consists of the following steps: 

1. Locate a straight, smooth, accurately measured pavement section with no distresses. 

2. Enter the measured length of the section. 

3. Locate the starting point and stop the vehicle as close as possible, then press Start. 

4. Accelerate gently to a constant speed, maintaining a straight trajectory over the length of the 

calibration section. 

5. Slow down in a smooth manner and stop the vehicle as close to the end of the section as possible. 

6. Click the End button.  The program will calculate a new calibration figure and display it in the 

window under the End button. 

7. If the calibration figure is within a few percent of the old figure, click the Apply button to accept 

it.  Note that the box at the bottom of the window shows the percent change from last calibration. 

8. Click the Ok button to return to close the window. 

9. If the calibration figure is more than 1% different from the old figure, subsequent runs should 

be performed.  If the calibration figure is erratic, check the system for possible problems with 

the tires, encoder mounting, encoder wiring, etc.   

10. The calibration process can be abandoned at any time provided the Cancel button is pressed 

before the Apply button.  
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7.2.2 Applanix DMI Scale Factor Calculation 
The new DMI calibration value must be updated in the (optional) Applanix software as well. 

The input value used by Applanix differs from the pulse number generated and used by the Dynatest 

DDC software. 

   

DDC input is pulses/10 km. (in most cases giving a value around 8,000,000 to 10,000,000).  

Applanix utilizes pulses/meter. I.e., the amount of pulses has to be divided by 10,000 and that value 

entered into Applanix’ LV POSView Settings→Installation→Lever Arms & Mounting Angles and 

select the “Sensor Mounting” tab. 

 

 
 

With Encoders generating 500 or 512 pulses/rev. the DMI Calibration value shall be divided by 

10,000 before entered into the Applanix LV POSView. 

With Encoders generating 2000 or 2048 pulses/rev the Calibration value from the DMI calibration 

shall be divided by 2,500.  
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7.3 IMS (Optional) 
Right click the IMS applet and select “Setup”. IMS Setup window appears: 

 

 

 

 

 

Model, Serial Number and Source parameters are 

all setup at delivery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bank Bias is determined by the procedure below. 

 

 

 

Grade Bias is determined by a so called “Box-

Run” in which grade data is collected on a round 

trip where you return to the starting point. 
 

 

 

 

7.3.1 Bank Bias Procedure 
 

1. Allow 15 min. warm-up before step 7 below is performed. 

2. Raise the front end of the vehicle and attach the mechanical calibration assembly to the 

transducer beam. This is completely analogue to the preparations made before a laser 

calibration. 

3. If you are not performing the crossfall adjustment right after doing a full laser calibration, 

please check (verify) that the lasers have been calibrated correctly before proceeding. 

4. Place the calibration beam around the nominal 300 mm level, by placing it on top of the 50 

mm spacers as shown in the above picture. 

5. Place a spirit level on the calibration beam and adjust the tightening screws, until the beam 

is exactly level. 

6. Remove the spirit level from the calibration beam! 

7. Activate the "Initialize IMS" button. If the button is missing then your IMS is of a kind that 

doesn't need/support initialization, and you may skip to the next paragraph. 

8. Wait a minute or so and make sure that the crossfall readout is stable. 
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9. When the crossfall readout has stabilized activate the "Adjust Bias for ZERO Crossfall" 

button. This will change the value in the "Current Bank " field, which is used by the program 

for crossfall bias suppression. A bias value within 1-2 degrees is normal. 

10. The crossfall readout should now be very close to 0 (+/- 0.1 deg.). If the result is not 

satisfactory then perform step 7-9 again. Alternatively, you may edit the "Bank Bias" field 

directly. 

 
 

 
 

7.3.2 Grade Bias Procedure 
 

 
 

1. Select a round trip with moderate ups and downs 

2. Park at the starting point and mark the start position 

3. Press “Start Box-Run” 

4. Drive “nicely” around the block 

5. During the round trip “Box-Run distance” shows your mileage and “Accumulated Grade” 

shows the sum of all grade readings 

6. Park at the starting point 

7. Press “Adjust Grade Bias for ZERO box run” 
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7.4 High Definition Cracking HDC 

7.4.1 LCMS Validation 
The LCMSValidationTool module uses a calibrated pyramidal object to validate the calibration of 

a LCMS sensor.  

 

This optional module includes the validation object (see Figure 7) and the validation software 

(LcmsValidationTool). 

 

 
Figure 7 Calibrated Pyramidal Object for Validation 

 

1 Software Installation 

The LCMSValidationTool software is already installed on the computer. A shortcut is placed on the 

desktop. 

If reinstalling, the installation file is named (CD_Installation3_ValidTool_VX_Y_Z) The 

installation procedure is straightforward: double-click on the Install.bat file in order to install all 

necessary software and drivers. Accept all default settings. 

 

2 Validation procedure 

Disengage the Encif (DMI) box (un-plug the USB cable) and replace the “Interlock” cable with the 

“Cheating-Plug” in the Pavemetric Controller Box. 

Launch the LcmsValidationTool software, initialize the system by clicking on the “Init” button and 

then “Start” to begin the acquisition, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Warning. From this point, make sure to take all necessary laser eye safety precautions.  

For more information refer to the LCMS laser safety manual. 
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The validation steps are divided in two parts.  

The first part (Range Validation) verifies the sensor alignment in order to make sure that calibration 

tables (.ltx and .ltz files) are still valid.  

The second part (FocusValidation) assesses the sensors optical quality.  

 

Different portions of the reference object will be used depending on which test is performed.  

These two steps must be performed for three positions (left/center/right) in the field of view of each 

sensor. 
 

 
Figure 8 LCMSValidationTool graphical user interface. 
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7.4.2  Range Validation 
To perform the range validation procedure, the calibrated pyramidal object must be placed under 

the sensor (left/center/right section) so the laser cuts the object transversally (see Figure 9).  

 

For this part of the test, the laser line must not touch the portion of the object with the line pattern.  

 

The user should ensure that the object is leveled. The leveling may be adjusted using the two levels 

installed on the sides of the object. 
 

 

 
Figure 9 Laser line position on the reference object for the Range Validation Test. 

The laser line is almost impossible to see with the human eye, however most basic cameras (i.e.: 

cell phone cameras) are sensitive in the near infrared spectrum. Using such a camera makes it very 

easy to position the reference object properly. 

 

When testing for the left or right part of the field of view of the sensor, the user should position the 

calibrated object such that the object is always completely included within the field of view of the 

camera. See Figure 10 – “Profile” Window. 
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Figure 10 Example where the reference object is on the left side extremity 

 

1. Choose LCMS unit. Left or Right. 

2. Click “Init” and “Start”. 

3. Select the test of the LCMS Unit you want to perform by clicking on the background box 

where the test results are displayed.  The selected test, (Left, Center, Right) will be displayed 

in dark grey (Range – “Left” is selected in Figure 41).  

4. When the Validation Object is positioned and leveled properly, Click the “Snap” button. The 

operation takes about 2 seconds before the validation results are displayed.  

5. When done, reposition the calibrated object to a different part of the field of view of the 

sensor (Left, Center and Right) Click the background box to activate and turn grey and click 

“Snap” to capture that Range readings. 
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7.4.3 Focus Validation 
The focus validation is performed in the same manner as the range validation, except that the 

calibrated pyramidal object must be position so the laser line passes through the line pattern (Figure 

11). 

 

 
Figure 11 Laser line position on the reference object for the Focus Validation. 

Once again, click on the background box that corresponds to the test to be performed (Focus – Left, 

Focus Center, Focus – Right) and click on the button Snap.  

Repeat the same procedure for all 3 sections of the field of view of the sensors (Left/Center/Right). 

 

When all six validation measures are completed, a report can be saved by clicking on the Save 

Report button. 
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7.4.4  Result interpretation 
After each test, the different textboxes will be filled with a numerical value and the background set 

to a given color.  

Green means the sensor passed the test successfully. On the opposite color range, red means a failure 

for that particular test. If the color shade is in between red and green, then the sensor is acceptable. 

 

The Table 1 gives the mapping between the numerical values for each indicator and the sensor 

status. 

 

 

Indicator Fail Good Excellent 

Accuracy X 1 > 3.5 3.0 to 3.5 < 3.0 

Accuracy X 2 > 3.5 3.0 to 3.5 < 3.0 

Accuracy Z 1 > 1.2 1.1 to 1.2 < 1.1 

Accuracy Z 2 > 1.2 1.1 to 1.2 < 1.1 

Noise Level Z 1 > 1.2 1.0 to 1.2 < 1.0 

Noise Level Z 2 > 1.0 0.5 to 1.0 < 0.5 

Focus Quality < 0.4 0.4 to 0.5 > 0.5 

 

Table 1: Mapping between indicators values and sensor status 

 

 

Save Reports: 

Results can be saved in XML format by clicking the “Save Reports” button. 

Previous Validation Tests can be opened via “Load Reports”. 

 

7.5 How to calibrate the LCMS for the Slope & Cross-Slope module 

 
The Slope and Cross-Slope module is an optional module that measures the geometric 

characteristic of the road (the slope, the cross-slope and the curvature). See the LCMS Analyser 

manual (Section 6.10) for more details about that module. Note that the sensors must be equipped 

with IMUs in order to compute the Slope, Cross-Slope and curvature. Also, it is recommended to 

have an overlap of at least 50 pixels between the two sensors in order to improve the accuracy of 

the results. See LCMS Installation Manual (Section 3.1) to determine the theoretical overlap 

between your sensors. Appendix C explains how to compute the overlap value, precisely.  

This section describes the calibration procedure that must be performed prior to collecting data for 

Slope and Cross-Slope measurements. The calibration procedure must be performed each time the 

sensors are re-installed on the vehicle. 

 

7.5.1 Stop-and-Go (using LcmsAcquisitionCtrl):  
 

- Find a 30-50 meters stretch of straight road (a parking lot is perfect)  

- Initialize both sensors using LcmsAcquisitionCtrl  

- Make sure that the IMUs modules are installed on each sensor. They must also be enabled in the 

AcquisitionParams.cfg file.  

- Set the Acquisition Mode to Hardware Trigger.  

- Click on Save On and select a path where to save the files.  

- Click on Start  

- Ask the driver to start moving over a distance of 1-2 meters, and then stop the vehicle.  
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- Don’t move the vehicle for 1 minute (don’t click on Stop).  

- Ask the driver to accelerate to 20-30 km/h (max.) and then stop after 30-40m.  

- Move slowly for an additional 10 meters to make sure the last complete road section is saved.  

- Stop the acquisition.  

 

Repeat the Stop-and-Go procedure three times. Don’t forget to change the folder between each 

test; otherwise the data will be overwritten.  

 

7.5.2 Scanning the calibration object (using LcmsAcquisitionCtrl):  
 

- Make sure the calibration object is levelled. The levelling may be adjusted using the two levels 

installed on the sides.  

 

- Measure the vertical clearance between the road and the lowest part of the underside of the 

vehicle. The vertical clearance must be high enough such that the vehicle can drive over the 

calibration object without touching it. At any time, Pavemetrics can’t be held responsible for 

any damages that may occur to the vehicle or the calibration object. 

 

- Using Notepad, open AcquisitionParams.cfg and set CmosRoiHeight to 64  

- Initialize both sensors using LcmsAcquisitionCtrl  

- Set the Acquisition Mode to Hardware Trigger.  

- Click on Save On and select a path where to save the files.  

- Click on Start  

- Drive slowly (5-10kmh) so that the vehicle is traveling above the validation object.  

- Stop the vehicle 10-20 meters after the calibration object.  

- It is critical that the calibration object is “perfectly” centered between the two images. Using 

LcmsRoadInspect, check if the object is centered in the image (see Figure 12). If not, adjust the 

position of the vehicle and re-scan the object.  

- When you are done, reset the CmosRoiHeight parameter to its original value.  

 

 
Figure 12 Calibration object scanned between the left and right sensors  
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Try to collect 3-5 good surveys for which the object is centered, as shown in Figure 13. Don’t 

forget to change the name of the folder between each survey.  

 

7.5.3 Creating the calibration file (using LcmsCalibrationTool):  
Once the calibration sequences have been acquired, the LcmsCalibrationTool software is used to 

create the calibration file that computes the geometric characteristics of the road. The first step is to 

open a “stop-and-go” sequence and process it (see Figure 13). The message window will display 

either a “Success” or “Error” event. If you get an “Error”, try to process a different “stop-and-go” 

sequence. 

 
The second step is to process the sequence acquired using the calibration object (see Figure 14). 

Use the arrow to locate the calibration object within the survey and then click on the “Process” 

button. Try a different survey if the message window displays an error.  

The third step is to enter the vehicle/system configuration values (step 3, see Figure 15). Four 

parameters need to be entered:  

1. Lateral distance between right sensor and the center of the right wheel (positive distance if 

sensor is left of right wheel).  

2. Distance between the right sensor and rear axle.  

3. Center to center distance between the rear wheels.  

4. DMI location (left or right).  

 

Finally, the calibration file is saved in XML format at step 4. Copy the calibration file on your 

acquisition computer, in the same folder as the AcquisitionParams.cfg file.  

When the calibration is completed, it is important to change the SCSCalibId parameter in the 

AcquisitionParams.cfg file (see Section 5). The SCSCalibId parameter can be retrieved inside the 

XML calibration file. The calibration ID must be changed in the acquisition configuration file every 

time a new calibration is performed with LcmsCalibrationTool. OBSOLETE (V3.4.0.0): This step 

is not needed anymore, the calibration file will be embedded in the .fis files. 
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Figure 13: First step of the calibration process (stop-and-go sequence). 
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Figure 14: Second step in the calibration process (calibration object sequence). 
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Figure 15: Step 3 (Vehicle configuration). 
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8. Setup Details 

8.1 GPS 

8.1.1 Prefetch Maps 
 

If you don’t have Internet connection during data collection, then you may prefetch map imagery 

when the Internet is available. This can be done by connecting your laptop to an office network and 

run DDC in simulation mode. 

Right click the GPS applet and chose “Map Setup” 
 

 

 

Select the desired Map Provider 

ServerAndCache means that if a tile is not found in 

the cache, then it is fetched from the Internet 

 

Embrace your area of interest (Denmark) and get 

familiar with the detail of zoom levels.  

 

 

 

 

Zoom level 15 with a fair amount of detail: 

 

Zoom out again to level 7 to embrace all of 

Denmark and then set Zoom Max to 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press “Prefetch” to start the process. This may take several hours! 
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8.1.2 Trimble Ag262 Setup 
 

We will setup the Ag262 through port B and later use the device through port A 

Note: whenever you connect your laptop to a port A or B and start configuration via AgRemote this 

will set all port setting to default settings and MUST be configured to the setting you require. 

 

Install Trimble’s AgRemote software 

Connect signal cable to port B 

Connect RS232 plug to computer 

Apply power 

 

Start AgRemote and choose File – Connect, then select the right COM Port: 

 
 

Connection is established if this comes up: 

 

Click > until Configuration then V once, then > until Port A Config: 
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Click V to enter Port A configuration: 

 
 

Click > until cursor reaches O in 8O1, then click V once to make it N (no parity) 

 
 

Click > until cursor reaches TSIP, then click V until you get NMEA 

 
 

If the baud rate is not 9600, then change it 

Press ← (Enter) to terminate edit mode 

 

Click V to check the NMEA message settings, which should be as follows (GGA only): 
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Click V to get to: 

 
 

Then click ESC to return to idle display 

 
Once Port A is configured you can, if required, configure Port B the same way. 

Then Choose [File] – [Disconnect] and exit the AgRemote program. 
 

Switch off the GPS  

Connect signal cable to port A 

Check the GPS with DDC 
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8.1.3 Trimble BX982, Ver. 85992-01 (Basic Version) Setup 
 

Download WFC-BD9xx-V494.exe from this web site: 

http://intech.trimble.com/support/oem_gnss/trimble_bd982  

 

Install on a computer on the usual 192.168.1.xxx network. 

 

Connect a Serial cross over cable to PORT4 at the BX 982  

 

Connect an Ethernet cable to the BX 982 “Dongle” 

 

Start WinFlash and set the COM port for your computer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chose “Configure ethernet settings”: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click “Next” then “Finish” 

 

The program now tries to communicate via COM 
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The default setting is DHCP 

 

Change that to “Static IP address” 

 

and enter IP Address: 192.168.1.19 

 

Press OK and the BX 982 will reboot 

 

Exit WinFlash 

 

Open an Internet browser and enter 192.168.1.19 

in the address line 

 

User name: admin 

 

Password: password 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In I/O Configuration click one of the TCP/IPs 

 

Chose:  NMEA, Listen port: 15919, GGA at 10 Hz 

 

Press OK 
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Chose Serial COM1 and setup for 

 

NMEA, 38400 Baud, GGA at 10Hz 

 

And Press OK 

 

Close the browser 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Start DDC with GPS applet colored 

 

Right click the GPS window and chose [Setup] 

 

Set Server to 192.168.1.19 and Listen port 15919 

 

 

Enter figures for antenna position. 

 

 

(there will be two Distance from Antenna fields, 

one for FWDs and one for RSPs) 

 

 

For standard GPSs the “Reference Point” is the 

location of the Antenna. For Applanix the 

Reference Point can be chosen freely. For an RSP 

this will typically be the Laser spot produced by the 

Center Line laser or the center of the IMU unit. 

 

 

 

 

When the setup (of a standard, basic version BX982, Version 85992-01) has been completed, the 

Options Summary should look like this: 
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8.1.4 Upgrading a BX982 to Ver. 85992-02 
 

To upgrade a ver. 85992-01 (which has been set up as described above) to a ver. 85992-02, do the 

following: 

 

1. Use the equipment laptop PC (or a computer with the usual 192.168.1.xxx network) 

2. Connect an Ethernet cable to the BX 982 “Dongle” 

3. Open a web-browser and type 192.168.1.19 in the address field 

4. Press “Enter” 

5. Click “Receiver Status” 

6. Click “Receiver Options” 

7. Enter the supplied Password / Code in the “Option Code” field 

8. Press the “Install Option” button, which should result in an updated “Options Summary” 

window as shown below 

9. Check additions marked with yellow highlighting 
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8.2 MFV 

8.2.1 EnCam & EncIf 
A Multi Function Vehicle includes an EnCam (Camera Encoder Interface) and/or an EncIf (System 

Encoder Interface) device. Here both devices are in one panel: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both devices are USB based but appear as COM ports 

in the computer’s “Device Manager”.  

Open Control Panel - Device Manager and identify the 

COM ports allocated for the devices. 

 

 

Right click each and go Properties – Port Settings – 

Advanced. Make sure that the Receive and Transmit 

bytes are set to 64 and that Latency Timer is 1 (lowest 

values). 

  

  

ENCAM  ENCIF 

ROW Camera ports 

Applanix and LCMS ports 
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8.3 Cameras 

8.3.1 Mounting 
 

 
Figure 16 ROW Camera Suction Disc Mount 

 

 

 

 
Clean the suction disk 

 

 
Clean the window 

 

 
Pull back the plastic housing to protrude 

the rubber suction disk 

 

 
Press the rubber suction disk firmly against 

the window. 

 

 
Apply suction with the lever and lock in 

position. 

 

 
Adjust focus and aperture. 
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8.3.2 Exposure 
 

Aperture Adjustment 

Shutter Speed and Field of Depth depends on the F-stop 

setting, the size of the aperture opening. The lens aperture 

ranges from F 1.4 to F 22 typically 

Smaller F-stops numbers = larger opening.  

Larger openings = more light. 

Larger openings = faster shutter speed. 

Larger openings = narrows the Field of Depth. 

Background and foreground become blurred, out of 

focus. 

 

Balancing Shutter and Aperture 

F stop 4 is a good all-round setting. On bright sunny days this gives fast shutter speed, to avoid 

motion blur, together with “full” Field of Depth. 

On dark overcast days and when approaching sunset you can continue to drive as fast as the trucks 

do and produce good sharp images. 

Shutter is defined as the integration time of the incoming light where both the Manual and Auto 

Shutter are supported.  

The shutter range varies from 1us ~ 3600sec. 

 

Camera Auto Exposure Control 

The automatic shutter/gain mode is based on a feedback loop which calculates the average pixel 

luminance. Then the average is compared with the exposure reference value, adjusting shutter and 

gain accordingly. 

 

8.3.3 Unibrain Camera 
 

 

 

 

Unibrain Fire-i™ 780c 1394b SXGA, 

2/3" CCD camera with a 12.5mm 

Fujinon C-mount  “Megapixel lens”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right click the Camera applet and chose “Picture Format” 

 

Values shall be: 

 

Pixel Format: YUV 4:2:2 
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Image Size: 1280 x 960. 

 

Fire-i 780c Frame Rate 7.5 (Frames/Sec). 

 

 

 

 

Unibrain Fire-i 980c  

 

Max resolution 2448 x 2048 pixels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following items are normally “one-time 

adjustments” only, or should be done if any unusual problems with picture focusing or brightness 

occur.   

 

Park the vehicle and make sure to have an object (preferably vertical) with some text on it (a road 

sign, a paint bottle or the like) some 10-15m from the camera. 

Boot the system, so that ROW pictures are shown on the monitor. 

Right-click on the ROW picture and select “Aspect/Size”, then select “Full Screen”. 

Right-click on the ROW picture and select “Camera Settings” and then “Exposure” 

 

For “Shutter” as well as for “Gain”, check the “at” 

box.  

 

Expo: Regulates the total amount of light. Can be 

used to regulate the overall “lightness / darkness” of 

the pictures. 

Shutter: and Gain: With check marks in Shutter 

and Gain “at” the camera automatically adjusts the 

optimum exposure value. 

 

Right-click on the ROW picture and select “Camera Settings” and then “Color”. 

 

For “U/B” as well as for “V/R”, check the “at” box 

 

Color (White Balance): 

With check marks in U/B and V/R the camera 

automatically adjusts correct color balance. 

U/B Ultraviolet-Blue. 

V/R Visible-Red. 

Hue: Can be used to adjust overall color cast of the 

pictures. 

 

Right-click on the ROW picture and select “Camera Settings” and then “Basic”. 
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Black Level: Adjust brightness and tonal range by 

specifying the location of complete black. 

Sharpness: Sharpening enhances the definition of 

edges in an image. Too high setting will create 

“noise” in the picture. 

Gamma ~ “Brightness”. 

Corrects the ratio between maximum light (white 

areas) and minimum light (black areas) in the 

picture. 

If too high “contrast” in your picture adjust gamma 

down. 

 

If necessary (normally a one-time adjustment), adjust the focus manually as follows: 

f) Loosen the f-stop ring locking screw and set the f-stop to the minimum No. (1.4), i.e. 

maximum aperture opening (maximum light) 

g) Then loosen the focusing ring locking screw and adjust the focusing till you get max. 

sharpness of the object 10-15m away 

h) Lock the focusing ring lock screw 

i) Set the f-stop No. to 4 

j) Lock the f-stop ring locking screw 

 

It is recommended that the Focus Adjustment is done with camera image displayed on the monitor 

in the camera chip’s native size. 

Unibrain Fire-i 780c: 1280x960 pixels. 

Unibrain Fire-i 980c: “Panoramic View”, typ. 2448x1080 pixels. 

 

 

8.3.4 Unibrain Troubleshooting 
 

 
Empty Image Holder 

 

  

Camera has not been recognized by 

Windows.  

 

Is the LED on the camera on? 

 

Check all cable connections. 

 

Power and connection ok and still empty 

Image Holder? 
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Drivers for laptops build-in web-camera 

may also be listed 

  

Right Click Image Holder.  

 

In the pop-up Menu Click “Pick 

Camera”. 

 

Choose “Unibrain Fire-I driver / 

Unibrain Fire-i 780c”. 

 

Click OK. 

 

Still no image? 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Check Windows’ Device Manager -> 

Imaging devices. 

 

Under “Imaging devices” the “Unibrain 

Fire-i driver…” must be listed. 

 

If no “Imaging devices” listed, or only 

the laptop’s build-in web-camera? 

 

Check that the PC-card is in place. 

Check cables for loose connections. 

Reinstall drivers. 

 

 

 
Scrambled / Distorted Image 

  

Camera(s) working, signals received by 

DDC, but image are scrambled. 

 

Right-Click image holder to bring up the 

menu. 

 

Click “Picture Format”. 
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Frame Rate 

  

Fire-I 780: Values should be: 

 

Pixel Format: YUV 4:2:2 

 

Image Size: 1280 x 960. 

 

Frame Rate 7.5 (Frames/Sec). 
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9. Maintenance 

Apart from the vehicle, the only moving/wearing part of the system is the distance encoder. 

Therefore, the need for maintenance of the system itself is not extensive if it is operated and stored 

carefully.  

 

On a routine basis, maintenance is normally limited to cleaning of the cover glass(es) of the laser 

sensor(s), perhaps supplemented by a calibration check of all transducers as explained in the 

“Calibration” Section. Apart from this, the vehicle should of course be maintained as prescribed by 

the manufacturer. 

9.1  Vehicle 

• The vehicle should be maintained according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. 

• Check tire pressure regularly (to ensure minimum variation in DMI calibration. 

• Keep all wheels/tires of the vehicle well balanced at all times (improper balance may affect 

measurement accuracy). 

• Check acid level (and perhaps charging condition) of the Electronics Buffer Battery. 
 

9.2 Precautions for the LCMS Units 
Laser Heat 

The plastic covers must be removed before firing the laser lights. The heat generated from the lasers 

will melt the plastic cover and form a smoke film on the lens, which will degrade the performance 

of the imaging system.  

 

Cleaning 

Lens cleaning tissues, cloths, brushes and fluids aren't harder than glass, but dust and dirt may be. 

Don't scratch. Don't wipe with a dry cloth. Always apply Solvents on some sort of tissue, never 

poured onto the glass. Distilled water, dishwasher, alcohol based, or special lens cleaning fluids can 

be used.  
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10. Quick Start 

This section provides abbreviated instructions to assist the operator in getting the MFV up and 

running quickly.  This section assumes that the MFV computer and software have already been 

configured, that test setups have been created, and that all options have been previously configured. 
 

10.1  Vehicle/Equipment Inspection 
Prior to each data collection session, the operator should perform the following preparatory tasks: 

 

✓ Check tire pressures and adjust to manufacturers specifications. 

✓ Check tire condition (balance, roundness) 

✓ Check the wheel encoder for movement.  If the wheel encoder is loose, tighten the centre 

screw.  If looseness persists, remove the wheel encoder from the vehicle hub and check 

mounting components for wear or damage.  Looseness in the wheel encoder mount will 

adversely affect accuracy of profile/roughness data. 

✓ Check LCMS cameras are secure and no movement is present. 

✓ Check roof frame appears secure and tight, look for dust around bolt heads, a indication sign 

for lose bolts. 

✓ Inspect laser sensor lenses for dirt, moisture, or damage.  Clean if necessary. Ensure that 

the laser sensors are POWERED OFF while inspecting and/or cleaning them. 

 

10.2 Powering Up 
This startup should always be done in the following order: 

✓ Start the vehicle engine so batteries are charging. Note: DO NOT RUN COMPUTERS OR 

EQUIPMENT UNLESS THE ENGINE IS RUNNING OR SHORE POWER IS 

CONNECTED. 

✓ Switch on the inverter. Give is 30 seconds to stabilise or if shore power is connected ensure 

the inverter switches to charging mode 

✓ Switch on the Pavemetrics Controller for the LCMS Laser Cameras 

Turn the safety key switch to the “ON” position to supply power to the LCMS Units. 

✓ Boot the MAIN PC into Windows (do not start DDC at this time). 

✓ WAIT for the PC to FINISH ALL booting work (a few minutes!) 

✓ Switch on the Applanix Controller (wait for the green flashing status light). Note: The 

Applanix must be the last piece of equipment to power on. 

✓ Start the Dynatest Data Collection Program  
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10.3  LCMS 
✓ You want to check the “System Parameters”: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red light  When system is not initialized or not ready to collect data 

   Flashing when sections are lost during data collection 

Yellow Light   Just before starting measurement. 

Green Light  OK 

Storage  Check for enough space on Main drive and Back-up drive. 
 

10.4 Collecting the Data 
 

✓ Drive to the test site 

✓ Identify and physically locate the limits of the test section 

✓ Prepare a new data file by clicking the New File [F2] 

 
 

✓ [Browse] to the desired data file folder for data storage 

✓ Enter the file name and any other relevant location information 

✓ Enter the desired Start Station and use the Up/Down arrow for count direction 

✓ Select data collection start and stop modes.  - Choices are Manual, Auto 

✓ Click the Ok button 

 

✓ Approach the starting point and click the Arm [F3] button in the main window some 100m 

before you reach the start 

✓ Click Record [F4] at the starting point 

✓ Click Stop [F8] at the end of the section 
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10.5 Reviewing the Data 

10.5.1 MFV Data File 
Example of MFV file holding header information, key events, remarks and GPS records. 

 
5001,45.88,1,9,"Dynatest MFV",2.0.0.0,"de0ea2401e1b4c32a19a29c2fc5f8710" 
5002,"MFV",,5041-101, 
5003,"Administrator",,"test004","mfv","Win10_64_Pro" 
5010,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,"SI","KM" 
5011,2,1,25,3,2019,22,37,0,"Non",000, 
5023,10000000,0 
5029,"Driver" 
5031,35EB,,, 
5032,"First part 35EB",,"Intersection with 34SB","The railroad crossing",, 
5280,  0.014498,  0.014498,0,100000,55.425533333,8.975533333,-2.6,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.033026,  0.033026,0,102000,55.425566667,8.975566667,-2.5,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.051649,  0.051649,0,104000,55.4256,8.9756,-2.3,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.070081,  0.070081,0,106000,55.425633333,8.975633333,-2.1,1,7,466,12,3 
5417,  0.022754,"Start remark" 
5280,  0.088705,  0.088705,0,108000,55.425666667,8.975666667,-1.9,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.107329,  0.107329,0,110000,55.4257,8.9757,-1.7,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.125856,  0.125856,0,112000,55.425733333,8.975733333,-1.5,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.144384,  0.144384,0,114000,55.425766667,8.975766667,-1.3,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.162912,  0.162912,0,116000,55.4258,8.9758,-1.2,1,7,466,12,3 
5280,  0.181535,  0.181535,0,118000,55.425833333,8.975833333,-1.1,1,7,466,12,3 
5416,  0.198591,"Q" 
5280,  0.200127,  0.200127,0,120000,55.425866667,8.975866667,-1.0,1,7,466,12,3 
5416,  0.212319,"W" 
5280,  0.218655,  0.218655,0,122000,55.4259,8.9759,-1.0,1,7,466,12,3 
5429,  0.000000,  0.230527 

10.5.2 GPS Data 
Example of GPX file holding GPS coordinates. 
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11. Output Files 

11.1 File Names and Folders 
The system generates several output files. The file name you enter in preparation for a data collection 

run has several purposes. This example shows the maximum output of file name TEST in folder 

C:\Data. If you have cameras or an HDC (LCMS) then there will be a subfolder with the same base 

name like C:\Data\TEST 

 

C:\Data\TEST.MFV Session summary with key events, remarks and GPS data 

C:\Data\TEST.GPX GPS route trace 

C:\Data\TEST  Subfolder for ROW Camera images and HDC 

 

   ROW Cameras 

C:\Data\TEST\Cam1\TEST station 1.JPG 1 is the camera number 

C:\Data\TEST\Cam2\TEST station 2.JPG 

---- 

C:\Data\TEST\Cam6\TEST station 6.JPG 

 

   HDC (LCMS) 

C:\Data\TEST\HDC\TEST station.FIS station refers to the beginning (bottom)  

 
 


